Elias_Fig. 1

A) Diagram showing a wave with a frequency $f = 1/T$.

B) Graph showing average speed over frames for two different frequencies $T = 1/3$ and $T = 1/5$.

C) Graph showing speed bin distribution over frames for two different amplitudes $A = 40$ and $A = 80$.

D) Graph showing peak amplitude over input amplitude for different bar lengths.

E) Graph showing peak amplitude over frequency for different bar lengths.
A) AM movement

B) FM movement
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Elias_Fig. 2
A. *H. pugillis* (Galiuros)  

B. *H. pugillis* (Santa Ritas)  

C. *H. pugillis* (Atascosas)  

D. *H. pugillis* (Santa Catalinas)
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A) Speed integrated over time

B) Orientation integrated over time

Speed isoform surfaces